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Stem-and-Leaf Plots for TI-Nspire™ CX and TI-Nspire™ CAS 
 

Although TI-Nspire technology provides a comprehensive set of statistical functions and statistical 

graphs, it does not have the capability to create stem-and-leaf plots, a commonly-used diagram for 

displaying quantitative data.  The file that accompanies this article, stemleaf.tns, contains an 

implementation of a stem-and-leaf plot derived from stem.c, a source code file from the R source code 

distribution available from https://cran.r-project.org/sources.html. 

An Example 

The following data in units of time in milliseconds was recorded during a case study of response times: 

 

       Source:  David M. Lane, Introduction to Statistics, Online Edition 

To view this data as a stem-and-leaf diagram, 

1.  Place the file stemleaf.tns in your mylib folder to make it accessible as a TI-Nspire library (see 

the paragraph ‘Reusing the Code’ below).  Open the Libraries pane in a TI-NSpire session and 

select the Refresh Libraries button. 

 

 

https://cran.r-project.org/sources.html
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2. Add a Lists and Spreadsheet Application and enter the above values in a list.  Name the list 

‘data1’.  There are 31 data values – only the first 12 are shown in the following image. 

 

 
 

3. Add a Calculator Application, expand the stemleaf library, and double-click stemleaf to add the 

program to the calculator page, then enter the program arguments as shown in the following 

image and select the Enter key to execute the program. 

 

 
 

Notes 
1. The numbers to the left of the | are the stems.  For this example, the stems are the tens digits. 

2. The numbers to the right of the | are the leaves.  For this example, the leaves are the ones 

digits. 

3. The original values are rounded to two digits:  43.2 is rounded to 43, 42.9 is rounded to 43, etc. 

4. The statement above the diagram and the Key at the bottom of the diagram tell how to 

interpret the stem | leaf values.  -2 | 7 equals -27, -1 | 955510 equals -19, -15, -15, -15, -11, and 

-10. 
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5. For this example, there is a -0 stem and also a 0 stem.  -0 | 9760 equals -9, -7, -6, -0 (for -0.2 

rounded to 0).  0 | 1245589 equals 1, 2, 4, 5, 5, 8, 9.   

6. The diagram is similar to a histogram turned on its edge.  Like histograms, stem-and-leaf 

diagrams provide a snap-shot of the shape of a distribution of data. 

Additional Examples 

The file that accompanies this document, stemleaf.tns, contains usage documentation for the code.  It 

also contains examples of stem-and-leaf diagrams for nine lists of different sizes of data and has 

examples of split stem-and-leaf diagrams in addition to examples of regular stem-and-leaf diagrams. 

Advantages of Stem-and-Leaf Diagrams 

1. The shape of the distribution of a data set is apparent from the stem-and-leaf diagram. 

2. Individual raw values (rounded) can be directly retrieved from stem-and-leaf diagrams.  For 

histograms and frequency lists, raw values are grouped and individual values are not accessible. 

Disadvantages of Stem-and-Leaf Diagrams 

Stem-and-leaf diagrams are not very useful for large data sets (over 200 entries) or for data sets with a 

large range of values. 

Limitations of Stem-and-Leaf Diagrams 

Since data values are rounded, large values and decimal values lose precision. 

Reusing the Code 

To reuse the stemleaf program, create a TI-Nspire library file: 

1.  Save a copy of the original file as stemleaf_orig.tns. 

2. Delete the Calculator and Lists and Spreadsheet pages from stemleaf.tns using the Nspire’s Page 

Sorter to reduce the size of the file. 

3. Save stemleaf.tns in the mylib folder. 

4. Open the Library pane and select the Refresh Libraries button. 
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